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Background 

 

Despite good practice recommendations on roping off and/or providing barriers to separate spectators from 

the pitch area in the 15 side a game, incidents have still occurred of pitch encroachment, in the worst cases 

resulting in injury to players / match officials and adverse publicity against the sport of rugby union. Despite 

regular discipline action against individuals and clubs involved, the problem has persisted.  

 

Consultation with other CBs indicates that compulsory / mandatory provision of physical barriers between 

spectators and the pitch improves the situation. Incidents are fewer and, when they occur, discipline is clearer 

cut because there has been a clear encroachment over a physical barrier. 

  

Following on from the soft introduction last season we now wish to move forward to make the use of a 

physical barrier between the spectators and the field of play compulsory. 

 

 

Intention 

 

 That from 01.09.17 Clubs will be required  to provide a physical barrier separating spectators 
from the players in a Youth match. 
 

 Match officials will have the authority to request a barrier be in place before the start of match 
on player safety grounds. 
 

 There will be restrcitions on the team officials and others allowed within the barrier area. 
 

 The constituent body has provided a budget last season to which clubs have been provided with 
a respect barrier kit to  assist clubs with compliance. This season, if Clubs need further barriers 
thay can be purchased via the East Midlands Safeguarding Manager at a greatly reduced price. 
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Definitions 

 

 All matches – a match that involves a visting team  in the 15 a side game. 
 

 Acceptable barrier provision – if for space or other reasons only one side of the pitch can be 
provided with ropes/barriers, the club will be deemed to be compliant if all spectators are 
compelled to remain on the side of the pitch that is compliant. 
 

 Only the following persons are allowed within the roped off area: players of both teams 
including substitutes; match officials; a maximum of two members of each team’s coaching staff; 
first aid cover. Ideally all team officials and substitutes will be confined to a designated and 
marked technical area.  

 

 

Policy 

 

That all matches in age grade rugby in the 15 a side game will be played in compliance with the intentions and 

definitions above.  

 

Any failure to comply with this policy or pitch encroachment incident occurring where the club has failed to 

provide barriers will result in sanctions for both the club and the individuals involved in the incident. 

 

This policy also has the support of the referee society who will also be monitoring the use of the barriers. 

 

It was, last season a proven fact, that the use of the barriers greatly reduced the number of poor touchline 

behaviour incidents. This can only increase the enjoyment and safety of the game for players, coaches and 

supporters alike. 

 

 
If you have any further queries regarding the above, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
 
Regards 
 
Steve Minney 
 

CB Safeguarding Manager. 
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